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In 1956, Busemann and Petty asked whether symmetric convex bodies in Rn with
larger central hyperplane sections also have greater volume. This question was
answered in the negative for n5 in a series of papers giving individual coun-
terexamples. In 1988, Lutwak introduced the concept of an intersection body and
proved that every smooth nonintersection body in Rn provides a counterexample
to the BusemannPetty problem. In this article, we use the connection between
intersection bodies and positive definite distributions, established by the author in
an earlier paper, to give a necessary condition for intersection bodies in terms of the
second derivative of the norm. This result allows us to produce a variety of coun-
terexamples to the BusemannPetty problem in Rn, n5. For example,
the unit ball of the q-sum of any finite dimensional normed spaces X and Y with
q>2, dim(X)1, dim(Y)4 is not an intersection body, as well as the unit balls
of the Orlicz spaces lnM , n5, with M$(0)=M"(0)=0.  1998 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
In 1956, Busemann and Petty [3] posed the following problem. Suppose
that K and L are origin-symmetric convex bodies in Rn so that
voln&1(K & u=)voln&1(L & u=)
for every u from the unit sphere 0 in Rn, where u==[x # Rn: (x, u)=0] is
the hyperplane perpendicular to u, and voln&1 is the (n&1)-dimensional
volume. Does it follow that voln(K)voln(L)?
In 1988, Lutwak [15] introduced the concept of an intersection body
which is closely related to the BusemannPetty problem. Let L be an
origin-symmetric star body in Rn. We denote by &x&L=min[a0: x # aL]
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the norming functional on Rn generated by L. A body K in Rn is called the
intersection body of the star body L if the radial function of K at every
point u # 0 is equal to the (n&1)-dimensional volume of the section of L
by the hyperplane u=. This can be written as follows: For every u # 0,
&u&&1K =voln&1(L & u=)=
1
n&1 |0 & u= &x&
&n+1
L dx
=R \ 1n&1 &x&&n+1L + (u),
where u [ Rf (u)=0 & u= f (x) dx, u # 0, is the spherical Radon transform
defined for every continuous function f on 0.
A body K in Rn is called an intersection body if there exists a finite Borel
(non-negative) measure + on 0 so that &x&&1K =R+ (as functionals on
C(0)), where R+ is the finite Borel measure on 0 defined by
(R+, f ) =( +, Rf ) =|
0
Rf (%) d+(%)
for every f # C(0). Clearly, every intersection body of a star body is an
intersection body for which the corresponding measure + has continuous
density on 0.
The results of Lutwak [15], slightly improved by Gardner [5] and
Zhang [17], imply that if K is an intersection body then the Busemann
Petty problem has a positive answer for every body L (we use the same
notation as in the formulation of the BusemannPetty problem). On the
other hand, if L is not an intersection body and has C2 boundary and
positive curvature then there exists a body K so that K and L give a
counterexample to the BusemannPetty problem.
A negative answer to the BusemannPetty problem for n5 was estab-
lished in a sequence of papers by Larman and Rogers [13] (for n12),
Ball [1] (n10), Giannopoulos [8] and Bourgain [2] (n7), Gardner
[6] and Papadimitrakis [16] (n5). Gardner [5] gave a positive answer
to the problem for n=3 by showing that every infinitely smooth origin-
symmetric convex body in R3 is an intersection body of a star body. Very
recently, Zhang [18] has shown that the problem has a positive answer in
dimension n=4.
The main result of this article is the following.
Theorem 1. Let n5 and let X be an n-dimensional normed space with
a normalized basis e1 , ..., en so that:
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(i) For every fixed (x2 , ..., xn) # Rn&1"[0], the function x1 [
&x1e1+ } } } +xnen & has continuous second derivative everywhere on R, and
&x&$x1 (0, x2 , ..., xn)=&x&"x21 (0, x2 , ..., xn)=0,
where &x&$x1 and &x&"x21 stand for the first and second partial derivatives by x1
of the norm &x1e1+ } } } +xnen&.
(ii) There exists a constant C so that, for every x1 # R and every
(x2 , ..., xn) # Rn&1 with &x2 e2+ } } } +xn en&=1, one has &x&"x21 (x1 , x2 , ..., xn)
C.
(iii) Convergence in the limit limx1  0 &x&"x21 (x1 , x2 , ..., xn)=0 is
uniform with respect to (x2 , ..., xn) # Rn&1 with &x2e2+ } } } +xnen&=1.
Then the convex set [x # Rn: &ni=1 xi ei &1] is not an intersection body.
This result shows that the unit balls of normed spaces, whose structure
is somewhat similar to that of the spaces lnq , q>2, n5, are not intersec-
tion bodies. This applies, for example, to the q-sum of any normed spaces
X and Y, where q>2, dim(X)1, dim(Y )4. Recall that the q-sum of
normed spaces X and Y is the space of pairs (x, y), x # X, y # Y, with the
norm &(x, y)&=(&x&qX+&y&
q
Y)
1q. Theorem 1 works even in some situa-
tions, where the norm is defined implicitly. For example, the conditions
of Theorem 1 are satisfied by the Orlicz spaces lnM with n5 and
M$(0)=M"(0)=0. Recall that an Orlicz function M is a non-decreasing
convex function on [0, ) such that M(0)=0 and M(t)>0 for every t>0.
The norm of the n-dimensional Orlicz space lnM is defined implicitly by the
equality nk=1 M( |xk |&x&)=1, x # R
n"[0] (see [14] for more on Orlicz
spaces).
As follows from [11, Theorem 3], the unit ball of every subspace
of Lp with 0<p2 is an intersection body. Note that there exist (non-
Hilbertian) subspaces of Lq , q>2, whose unit balls are intersection bodies.
This follows, for example, from the fact that for every n # N, p<2 and
every q>2 that is not an even integer, there exists an n-dimensional non-
Hilbertian space that embeds isometrically in both Lp and Lq (see [10]).
It was proved in [12] that the unit ball of the space l4q is an intersection
body for every q>2, so the statement of Theorem 1 is not true for n4.
2. SECOND DERIVATIVE TEST
Throughout this section, we remain under the conditions and nota-
tion of Theorem 1. For every x=(x1 , ..., xn) # Rn we write y for the vector
(x2 , ..., xn) # Rn&1, and we set &y&=&x2e2+ } } } +xnen& and &x&=
&x1e1+ } } } +xnen &. Also, &y&2=(x22+ } } } +x
2
n)
12.
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As usual, S(Rn) stands for the space of rapidly decreasing infinitely
differentiable functions (test functions) in Rn, and S$(Rn) is the space of
distributions over S(Rn). The Fourier transform of a distribution f # S$
(Rn) is defined by ( f , , ) =(2?)n ( f, ,) for every test function ,. A dis-
tribution f is even homogeneous of degree p # R if ( f (x), ,(x:)) =|:|n+ p
( f, ,) for every test function , and every : # R, :{0. The Fourier
transform of an even homogeneous distribution of degree p is an even
homogeneous distribution of degree &n& p. A distribution f is called
positive definite if, for every test function ,, ( f, , V ,(&x))0. A distribu-
tion is positive definite if and only if it is the Fourier transform of a
tempered measure on Rn ([7, p. 152]). Recall that a (non-negative, not
necessarily finite) measure + on Rn is called tempered if
|
Rn
(1+&x&2)&; d+(x)<
for some ;>0.
Remarks. (i) It is easy to see that, for every continuous, homogeneous
of degree 1, positive outside of the origin function f on Rn and every
:>&n, the function f : is locally integrable on Rn. This follows, for
example, from the fact that every such function f is equivalent to the
Euclidean norm in Rn. In particular, for every n5 the function y [ &y&&3
is locally integrable on Rn&1.
(ii) A simple consequence of the triangle inequality is that
&1&x&$x1 1 at every point x # R
n with y{0.
(iii) For every fixed y # Rn&1"[0], x1 [ &x1e1+ni=2 yiei& is a con-
vex differentiable function of x1 whose derivative at zero is equal to zero.
Therefore, for every x=(x1 , ..., xn) # Rn, we have &x&&y&.
(iv) The function &x&"x21 is non-negative, homogeneous of degree&1.
Let C be the constant from the condition (ii) of Theorem 1. Then, for every
x # Rn with y # Rn&1"[0], we have &x&"x21 (x)=(1&y&) &x&"x21 (x&y&)C&y&.
For every m # N, let hm(x1)=(m- 2?) exp(&x21m22). Clearly,
|
R
hm(x1) dx1=1, lim
m   ||x1|>$ hm(x1) dx1=0
for every $>0. Now let u( y)=(1(2?)(n&1)2) exp(&&y&22 2) for y # R
n&1,
and consider the functions ,m(x)=hm(x1) u( y) # S(Rn).
Lemma 1. For every =>0 there exists N # N so that, for every m>N,
( (&x&&1)"x21 , ,m) &=.
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Proof. First we use the definition of the derivative of a distribution,
Fubini’s theorem and the fact that the function &x&&1 is locally integrable
to show that
( (&x&&1)"x21 , ,m) =&x&&1, 
2,m
x21 
=|
Rn
&x&&1
2,m
x21
dx
=|
Rn&1"[0]
u( y) dy \|R &x&&1
2hm
x21
dx1+
=|
Rn&1"[0]
( (&x&&1)"x21 (x), hm) u( y) dy. (1)
By the condition (i) of Theorem 1, for every fixed y # Rn&1"[0], the
derivative (&x&&1)"x21 is a continuous function of the variable x1 in R, so the
expression in (1) can be written as
|
Rn&1"[0] \|R (&x&&1)"x21 (x) hm(x1) dx1+ u( y) dy
=|
Rn&1"[0] \|R (2 &x&&3 (&x&$x1 (x))2
&&x&&2 &x&"x21 (x)) hm(x1) dx1+ u( y) dy.
If we write the integral by x1 as the difference of two integrals, then the first
integral is non-negative, and, to prove Lemma 1, it suffices to show that
lim
m   |R_(Rn&1"[0]) &x&
&2 &x&"x21 (x) hm(x1) u( y) dx=0.
Let =>0. By Remark (i), the function &y&&3 is locally integrable in
Rn&1, so
L=|
Rn&1
&y&&3 u( y) dy<.
Besides, there exists d>0 so that
|
[ y: &y&<d]
&y&&3 u( y) dy<
=
3C
, (2)
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where C is the number from the condition (ii) of Theorem 1. By
Remark (iv), we have
|
R_[ y: &y&<d]
&x&&1 &x&"x21 (x) hm(x1) u( y) dx
C |
R_[ y: &y&<d]
&x&&2 &y&&1 hm(x1) u( y) dx<
=
3
, (3)
where we applied Remark (iii) to get that &x&&2&y&&2, and then used
the inequality (2) and the fact that R hm(t) dt=1.
By the condition (iii) of Theorem 1, limx1  0 &x&"x21 (x)=0 uniformly with
respect to y # Rn&1 with &y&=1, so there exists $>0 so that if |x1 |<$
then &x&"x21 (x)<=3L for every y # R
n&1 with &y&=1. The second derivative
of the norm is a homogeneous function of degree &1. Therefore, if
y # Rn&1"[0], and |x1 |&y&<$, then
&x&"x21 (x)=
1
&y&
&x&"x21 \ x&y&+<
=
3L &y&
. (4)
Consider the sets
A1=[x1 : |x1 |<$d]_[ y: &y&d],
A2=[x1 : |x1 |$d]_[ y: &y&d]
in Rn. Then, by (4), Remark (iii) and the fact that Rhm(t)dt=1, we get
|
A1
&x&&2 &x&"x21 (x) hm(x1) u( y) dx
=
3L |A1 &y&
&3 hm(x1) u( y) dx
=
3
. (5)
Finally, suppose that m is large enough so that  |x1|$d hm(x1) dx1
<=(3CL). Then we use the estimate of Remark (iv) and Remark (iii) to
show that
|
A2
&x&&2 &x&"x21 (x) hm(x1) u( y) dxC |
A2
&y&&3 hm(x1) u( y) dx
=
3
. (6)
Since = is an arbitrary positive number, the result of Lemma 1 follows
from (3), (5), (6). K
We need a simple fact which was also used in [12].
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Lemma 2. Let + be a tempered measure on Rn, and suppose that + is also
a homogeneous distribution of degree &n+1. Then there exists a finite Borel
measure +0 on the sphere 0 so that for every test function ,
(+, ,)=|
Rn
,(x) d+(x)=|
0
d+0(%) |

0
,(t%) dt. (7)
Proof. Let us first show that + cannot have an atom at the origin.
In fact, suppose that +=+1+a$, where +1([0])=0, and $ is the unit
mass at the origin. Since + is homogeneous of degree &n+1, for every
non-negative test function , with ,(0)>0 and every t>0, we
have (+, ,(xt))=t(+, ,)  0 as t  0. On the other hand, (+, ,(xt))=
(+1 , ,(xt))+a,(0), so a=0.
For every Borel subset A/0 and interval (a, b]/[0, ) denote by
A_(a, b]=[x # Rn: x=t%, t # (a, b], % # A], and let /A_(a, b] be the
indicator function of this set.
By the definition of a homogeneous distribution, we have
(+, ,(xt))=t(+, ,) for every test function , and t>0. Using the
dominated convergence theorem to extend the latter equality to nonsmooth
functions with compact support, we get, for every k>0,
+(A_[0, k])=(+, /A_[0, 1](xk))=k+(A_[0, 1]).
Now, for every Borel subset A/0 and every 0a<b we have
+(A_(a, b])=(b&a) +(A_[0, 1]).
Define a measure +0 on 0 by +0(A)=+(A_[0, 1]) for every Borel set
A/0. Clearly,
|
0
d+0(%) |

0
/A_(a, b](t%) dt=(b&a) +0(A).
Therefore, we get the equality (7) with ,=/A_(a, b] , and the result follows
since A, a, b are arbitrary. K
Now we are ready to prove the main result of this paper.
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that the unit ball of X is an intersection
body. By Theorem 1 from [11], the function &x&&1 is a positive definite
distribution on Rn. By Bochner’s theorem [7, p. 152], the Fourier trans-
form of &x&&1 is a tempered measure + on Rn. As the Fourier transform
of a homogeneous distribution of degree &1, this measure is a homo-
geneous distribution of degree &n+1. By Lemma 2, there exists a finite
Borel measure +0 on the sphere 0 so that for every even test function ,,
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(2?)n (&x&&1, ,) =( (&x&&1) 7 , , ) =( +, , )
=|
0
d+0(!) |
R
, (t!) dt. (8)
By the connection between the Fourier transform and differentiation, we
have (2,x21)
7 (!)=&!21 , (!), and it follows from (8) that
( (&x&&1)"x21 , ,) =&x&&1, 
2,
x21 
=&
1
(2?)n |0 !
2
1 d+0(!) |
R
t2, (t!) dt. (9)
Let ,m be the function defined before Lemma 1. Then for every ! # Rn
, m(!)=exp \& !
2
1
2m2+ exp(&(!22+ } } } +!2n)2).
Applying (9) to the functions ,m , we get
( (&x&&1)"x21 , ,m) =&
1
(2?)n
- 2? |
0
!21 \!
2
1
m2
+!22+ } } } +!
2
n+
&32
d+0(!)
&
1
(2?)n
- 2? |
0
!21 d+0(!),
because ! # 0 and m1. By Lemma 1, 0 !
2
1 d+0(!)=0, and the measure
+0 is supported in the intersection of the hyperplane !1=0 with the sphere
0. It follows now from (9) that (&x&&1)"x21 (x)=0 for every x # R
n with
y{0. Therefore, &x&&1= g0( y)+x1 g1( y) for some functions g0 and g1 on
Rn&1"[0]. This relation finally leads to a contradiction, because &x&&1
tends to zero, as x1  . K
Remark. Note that the statement of Theorem 1 is not true in the case
n=4. For example, it was shown in [12] that the unit balls of the spaces
l4q , q>2, are intersection bodies. The reason that the proof of Theorem 1
does not work for four-dimensional spaces is that the function &y&&3 is not
locally integrable on Rn&1 if n4.
The statement of Theorem 1 remains valid without the assumption that
the basis e1 , ..., en is normalized.
3. EXAMPLES
In the following examples, we say that the unit ball of a normed space
with basis e1 , ..., en is not an intersection body, meaning that the set
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[x # Rn: &ni=1 xiei &1] is not an intersection body in R
n. Let us first
apply Theorem 1 to the q-sum of nontrivial finite dimensional normed
spaces one of which has dimension greater or equal to 4.
Theorem 2. Let q>2 and X and Y be finite dimensional normed spaces
with dim(X)1 and dim(Y)4. Then the unit ball of the q-sum of X and
Y is not an intersection body.
Proof. It was shown in [4, 9] that central sections (of any dimension)
of intersection bodies are also intersection bodies. Therefore, it suffices to
show that the q-sum of R and Y satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. The
latter follows from a straightforward calculation of the derivatives by x of
the function ( |x|q+&y&q)1q. K
Theorem 3. Let M be an Orlicz function so that M # C2([0, )),
M$(0)=M"(0)=0. Then, for every n5 the unit ball of the n-dimensional
Orlicz space lnM is not an intersection body.
Proof. We are going to show that the norm of the space lnM , n5,
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. Since the Orlicz norm is an even
function with respect to each variable, it suffices to consider the points
x=(x1 , ..., xn) with non-negative coordinates. We denote by e1 , ..., en the
standard normalized basis in lnM . We can assume, without loss of
generality, that M(1)=1 and, then, e1 , ..., en is the standard basis in Rn.
The function M$ is non-decreasing, continuous on [0, ) and M$(0)=0.
Since M(0)=0 and M(t)>0 for every t>0, the function M$ cannot be
equal to zero on an interval, so M$(t)>0 for every t>0.
Let x=(x1 , ..., xn) with (x2 , ..., xn){0. Then xm M$(xm&x&) is a positive
number for some 2mn. By implicit differentiation,
&x&$x1=
&x& M$ \ x1&x&+
:
n
m=1
xm M$ \ xm&x&+
. (10)
Also,
&x&"x21=
(&x&&x1 &x&$x1)
2 M" \ x1&x&++ :
n
m=2
x2m(&x&$x1)
2 M" \ xm&x&+
&x&2 :
n
m=1
xm M$ \ xm&x&+
. (11)
The condition (i) of Theorem 1 follows from the fact that M$(0)=
M"(0)=0.
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Let us show that the norm satisfies the condition (ii) of Theorem 1. Denote
by c=min[nm=2 xmM$(xm2): &x2e2+ } } } +xnen&=1, x2 , ..., xn0].
Since M$ is a continuous function and M$(t)>0 for t>0, we have c>0.
Let d=maxt # [0, 1] M"(t).
Clearly, xi&x&, i=1, ..., n. Therefore, using also Remark (ii) and
positivity of &x&$x1 , we have 0&x&&xm &x&$x1&x&, for every 1mn,
and (&x&&x1 &x&$x1)
2&x&21.
Consider any x2 , ..., xn0 with &x2e2+ } } } +xnen &=1. Then
x2 , ..., xn1. If x1 # [0, 1] then 1&x&2, hence, xi&x&(xi2),
i=1, ..., n. We get from (11) that &x&"x21ndc.
If x1>1 then x1 &x&>12, and (11) implies &x&"x21ndM$(12), because
M$ is an increasing function.
Since in both cases x1 # [0, 1] and x1>1 we estimated the second
derivative by constants which do not depend on the choice of x2 , ..., xn
with &x2 e2+ } } } +xnen&=1, we get the condition (ii) of Theorem 1.
Finally, let us show the condition (iii) of Theorem 1. Let c be as defined
above. Since M$ is a continuous increasing function whose value at zero is
zero, for every =>0 there exists $>0 so that M$(t)<c=2 if t<$. Then, by
(10), for every x2 , ..., xn with &x2e2+ } } } +xnen&=1, &x&$x1 (x1 , ..., xn)=
if x1<min(1, $), which proves that the first derivative converges to zero
uniformly. Similarly, we use (11), the uniform convergence of the first
derivative and the fact that M" is continuous and M"(0)=0 to prove that
the second derivative of the norm also converges to zero uniformly. K
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